Bohuslän
Marin Energi

TEST SITE
SKAGERRAK
Sustainable technology
development at sea
We want to build a partnership between technology developers, suppliers, research and public
activities with the objective of establishing Test
Site Skagerrak as a test and demonstration area
for sustainable marine and maritime innovation.

An initiative within OffshoreVäst – offshorevast.se

Rare opportunities
The easily accessible waters around Lysekil
and Orust offer testing opportunities in mild
climates in regard to waves and currents
which, compared to other international test
sites is rare. The conditions around Skagerrak
are attractive for testing of components and
systems, energy technology for areas with
lower energy flows, and scale prototypes for
areas with high energy flows.

facility also holds four ROVs, three research
vessels, research diver with state of the art
equipment, scientific buoy, labs, conference
halls accommodation and more.
Hermanö
The planned area is located 3–7 km west of
Hermanö and distinguises itself from the
Islandsberg test site with its depth of about
70 meters which gives opportunities to test
prototypes on a larger scale.
Svanesund
This is a planned facility suitable for the testing
of systems, prototypes and components with
a focus on the flowing water. Water depth 18
meters, velocity about 1 m/s.

The facilities

!

Islandsberg
A site continously developed since 2004
for experiments on renewable electricity
from the waves and environmental studies.
Islandsberg provides a depth of 25–30 meters,
a flat sandy bottom, marine switchgear (AC/
DC/AC) commected to the power grid, power
cables, netcables and singal cables, camera
surveillance, wave measurement and also
a measuring station on land. Test areas:
strength, survivability, renewable energy
production and environmental impact.
Marinet 2
Islandsberg is part of the H2020 funded
network Marinet 2. Due to this, the test site is
exposed to developers from all over Europe.
Kristineberg
Underwater laboratory with equipment like
main cables, video cameras and a 24 channel
fiber-optic cable at 30 (+) meters depth. The

Test site offers:
In the vicinity of the test zones there are a
number of factors that make it ideal for the
development of marine innovations:
• Deep-water port with five cranes and a
capacity of up to 80 tons.
• Proximity to the marine service company
for small and large installation and
maintenance.
• Continuous measurement including wave
climate in several locations.
• Workshops at the dock for repairs, spare
parts, tools and control equipment.
• Transport boat out to test beds.
• Monitoring Facilities.
• Marine instrumentation.
• Underwater robots work and inspection.
• Proximity to qualified research.
• Residential and office staff for testing.

Kosmos 2013: Simulation of the impacts of climate change in Gullmarsfjorden.

A voice from
the business sector
“Sweden has one of the world’s toughest
environmental laws, making it difficult and
expensive to seek permission for a single
test project, which we as a development
company usually can not afford.
With a Swedish test site in place, we
would at an early stage at home have
the opportunity to test and develop our
products and ideas, with all the practical,
financial and administrative advantages.”

Blue Growth
In the OECD report published in 2016, The
Ocean Economy in 2030, the current maritime
economy is predicted to increase by 100
percent.
We will see innovations in advanced
materials, underwater technology, sensors,
optics autonomous systems, bio and
nanotechnology. Cultivation for example of
algae and sea squirt for food and energy will
be more offshore-based in future, which places
new demands on materials, constructions,
anchoring, service and more.
Corporate development and new jobs will be
available in the countries that already dare to
invest in the growth of companies that supply
products and services to the growing world
market. Sweden has the right prerequisites

to become an exporter of complete power
plants, subsystems, components, services
and knowledge. In order to achieve success,
large investments are required in research,
development, test and demonstration.

The way forward
We are currently developing our offer as
well as the partnership and cooperation
with academia and institutions. How do
you want to participate? Are you are future
partner, provider of products and services, or
do you need need to test your systems and
components?
Contact Anne Gunnäs, Lysekils kommun
anne.gunnas@lysekil.se, +46 523-613154.
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Electronics, sonar, optics and connectors in
marine environment
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Energy extraction in
the waves and currents of Skagerrak
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Testing and research
on biological and
organic processes
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